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ESG Technical Validations

The goal of ESG Technical Validations is to educate IT professionals about information
technology solutions for companies of all types and sizes. ESG Technical Validations are not meant to replace
the evaluation process that should be conducted before making purchasing decisions, but rather to provide
insight into these emerging technologies. Our objectives are to explore some of the more valuable
features and functions of IT solutions, show how they can be used to solve real customer problems, and
identify any areas needing improvement. The ESG Validation Team’s expert third-party perspective is based
on our own hands-on testing as well as on interviews with customers who use these products in production
environments.
Introduction

This ESG Technical Validation documents evaluation of Morphisec’s moving target defense-powered Unified Threat Prevention Platform. We focused on understanding the operational simplicity of the platform and the efficacy of its threat prevention capabilities.

Background

The ever-increasing volume and velocity of threats has made cybersecurity one of the top IT concerns. In addition to securing the network, the on-premises infrastructure, and the cloud, IT must focus on the numerous endpoints in use. According to ESG research, organizations face myriad challenges securing their endpoints, and 55% indicate that threat prevention/detection is one of their greatest challenges, making it the second most cited challenge (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Greatest Endpoint Security Challenges

What are your organization’s greatest challenges when it comes to the security of its endpoint devices? (Percent of respondents, N=112, five responses accepted)

- Data security: 60%
- Threat prevention/detection: 55%
- Vulnerability management of endpoints: 36%
- Securing mobile endpoints: 36%
- Coordinating endpoint security policies and tasks between security and IT operations staff: 31%
- Username and password management: 31%
- Device loss and/or theft: 30%
- Configuration and asset management of endpoints for security purposes: 27%
- Managing employee-provided devices: 27%
- Discovering and managing employee-provisioned applications: 25%
- Visibility into user behavior: 21%
- Too many disparate authentication systems: 20%

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group

What is driving these endpoint protection challenges? ESG’s annual technology spending survey revealed that cybersecurity has emerged as IT’s top mandate, with 40% of organizations indicating that strengthening cybersecurity will be a top business driver for their technology spending in 2019. However, improving the business’ security posture is complicated by the global skills shortage—53% of organizations report a critical lack of cybersecurity skills.

Source: ESG Master Survey Results, Modern Endpoint Management, December 2018.
As a result, organizations evaluating their options for strengthening cybersecurity are seeking more efficient and effective tools. Indeed, according to ESG research, 46% of surveyed IT and cybersecurity decision makers ranked effectiveness as the most important consideration when investing in cybersecurity products or services.\(^3\)

**Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform**

Morphisec, an Israeli-based cybersecurity vendor with headquarters in Boston, MA, provides advanced threat prevention defenses while maintaining operational simplicity.

Morphisec designed its platform to prevent fileless attacks, zero-day exploits, and evasive malware at the earliest stage of attack without the need for IOCs. Using a lightweight, small-footprint agent that deploys into existing security infrastructure, Morphisec blocks threats pre-execution, preventing damage and lateral movement.

Morphisec’s “moving target defense” employs attacker stealth tactics—deception, obfuscation, modification, and polymorphism—to preemptively prevent attacks. When an application loads into memory, Morphisec’s polymorphic engine employs keyless, one-way randomization to transform the process structure, morphing libraries, functions, variables, and other data segments.

Each application instance is uniquely mutated, cloaking the application and making application memory unpredictable to attackers. Legitimate application code is updated with the morphed resources while a lightweight skeleton of the original application structure is maintained as a trap.

Malicious code injected into the application targets the original memory structure and gets captured by Morphisec, while the transformed application runs normally using the transformed application memory. Attacks are prevented, trapped, and logged, along with rich forensic data for analysis.

Morphisec’s moving target defense neutralizes advanced attacks and browser-based threats at the earliest stage, independent of threat type, technique, or behavior. Deploying Morphisec provides real-time protection and comprehensive patch gap coverage by preventing exploitation of unpatched vulnerabilities. The Morphisec agent is lightweight, active only at application load time, providing security without impacting performance and requiring no maintenance.

---

ESG Technical Validation

ESG performed evaluation and testing of Morphisec’s moving target defense-based Unified Threat Prevention Platform. Testing was designed to demonstrate how Morphisec’s platform can help organizations efficiently and effectively protect their endpoints.

Operational Efficiency

Morphisec’s moving target defense employs decoy technology to prevent threats without the need to first detect. As part of the application load process, Morphisec mutates the application memory, relocating internal application functions and leaving a skeletonized version in the original function locations to act as a trap. When malicious code is inserted and executed, the malicious code will attempt to use the original memory structure and will be trapped.

Thus, alerts generated when an attack is trapped are guaranteed to be the result of malicious activity and there is almost no chance of generating a false positive alert. This frees cybersecurity analysts from the onerous task of determining the veracity of alerts. Instead, cybersecurity teams can focus on root cause analysis—understanding how the malicious activity penetrated defenses to the point at which it was captured by Morphisec. Using this knowledge, cybersecurity practitioners can improve their defenses to avoid future compromise.

ESG Testing

ESG started by launching the Morphisec web-based dashboard. As shown in Figure 2, the dashboard provides easy-to-interpret information about the state of the organization’s endpoint protection. At the top of the dashboard are tallies of the number of endpoints protected or not protected by Morphisec. Two panels provide timelines with bar charts for the number of attacks and number of protected applications (Morphisec can be configured to protect all or just a subset of applications). Two additional panels provide top-five listings for apps being protected and apps under attack.

Figure 2. The Morphisec Dashboard
The dashboard provided us with a comprehensive understanding of the organization’s cybersecurity posture and endpoint protection. In this case, we were experiencing anywhere from zero to nine attacks per day, and Internet Explorer was the target of the majority of attacks.

Next, we selected the Protectors option from the left-side menu, which brought up the list of endpoints protected by Morphisec, as shown in Figure 3. This list provided the usual and necessary endpoint demographic information, enabling us to understand which systems were more vulnerable or less so, based on OS and the state of Morphisec running on each system. Morphisec’s protection service itself is protected and cannot be turned off or disabled without an administrator password. (The Morphisec agent on the systems at the top of the list were manually stopped for ESG’s evaluation.)

**Figure 3. List of Endpoints Protected by Morphisec**

![List of Endpoints Protected by Morphisec](source: Enterprise Strategy Group)

Finally, we reviewed the protection plans configured for the environment. Morphisec supports multiple protection plans that can be applied to groups of endpoints, enabling differing levels of protection based on need. By default, Morphisec protects a curated set of applications that are exposed and often threatened by malicious actors, as shown in Figure 4 and Table 1.

**Figure 4. Protection Plans**

![Protection Plans](source: Enterprise Strategy Group)
Table 1. Morphisec Curated List of Applications to be Protected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS Access</td>
<td>PowerPoint</td>
<td>FireFox</td>
<td>Teamviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>IExplore</td>
<td>Windows Script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Cscript</td>
<td>EQNEDT32</td>
<td>Rundll32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlook</td>
<td>Word</td>
<td>RegSvr32</td>
<td>Task Scheduler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vic</td>
<td>AutoIt</td>
<td>PowerShell</td>
<td>Acrobat Reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mshta</td>
<td>RegAsm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The list of protected applications is not exclusive—any children or related processes are also protected. Cybersecurity analysts can also configure Morphisec to protect all processes.

Organizations running older applications, such as legacy in-house developed applications, may consider those applications brittle—susceptible to breaking when even minor changes are made—and may wish to avoid having Morphisec manipulate the application’s memory. Thus, Morphisec protection can be configured via include and exclude lists of files and folders.

Why This Matters

The critical lack of cybersecurity skills presents a challenge to organizations: How do they simply and efficiently protect their data and IT resources? A solution focused on easing the management burden is needed to ensure that cybersecurity analysts spend less time on the care and feeding of tools and more time protecting the organization.

ESG validated that Morphisec removes a significant amount of management burden. The lightweight, small-footprint Morphisec agent demonstrated exceptional efficiency, installing quickly and running only at application instance launch, which means no application performance penalty. The dashboard provided at-a-glance state and attack information, and we were quickly able to understand our endpoint cybersecurity posture and the volume and type of threats we faced. Configuring the solution was likewise rapid and simple, and we were easily able to protect the entire fleet of endpoint devices.
Attack Prevention Efficacy

ESG observed Morphisec’s advanced prevention capabilities across detonated attacks and exploits of various threat categories. Our test environment used a C2 server dynamically generating attacks targeted at an up-to-date Windows 10 Enterprise workstation running Microsoft Defender AV and a popular commercial EDR solution.

ESG Testing

The advanced attack started with a phishing email directing the target user to a website. The site automatically downloaded a VBS script, which passed Defender AV scanning. The script used a variety of TTPs, including dot-net process hollowing to give the attacker a shell running on the target system. Leveraging additional TTPs, the attacker erased all traces of its presence from the system while gaining local administrator privilege, and then moved laterally to attack the domain controller, gaining domain administrator privilege.

After installing Morphisec on the target, we retried the same attack. This time, Morphisec immediately prevented the process hollowing attempt and displayed a Win10 notification. The attack failed benignly, preventing infection or damage to the system, with no interruptions in operations or impact on performance.

We observed that Morphisec’s moving target defense prevented advanced attacks from crucial attack vectors, including email, web, fileless/in-memory, malware, scripts, and kernel. These attacks employed a variety of TTPs, including exploitation, macro, OLE code injection, reflective loading, exploit kits, drive-by campaigns, code injection, process hollowing, self-modifying code, and user-mode code injection from the kernel.

Next, we reviewed the alerts generated by these and other attacks in the Morphisec console by selecting Attacks from the left-side menu, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Morphisec Attack Alerts
As with the dashboard, the Attack panel displays a timeline bar graph of attacks along with attack distribution statistics. In our environment, we experienced attacks across 39 endpoints, 23 users, and 11 applications. Separate panels listed the top users, endpoints, operating systems, and applications under attack. This enabled us to focus our investigatory efforts appropriately.

From the list of applications, we clicked on Mimikatz to get information on the attacked application (in this case, a demo attack using the Mimikatz tools). The Attack Details screen, shown in Figure 6, can be reached by clicking through any of the information panels on the attack dashboard.

The screen displays attack details including name, type, description, and severity of the attack, along with the full attack trajectory, from point of origin through every stage of the attack. Selecting a stage reveals additional critical data points about that attacked process including file path, hash, integrity level, and command line instructions. Analysts can use the information, such as the command line, to understand how the attack entered and penetrated the endpoint defenses.

**Figure 6. Attack Details**

![Attack Details](source: Enterprise Strategy Group)

Clicking on the Show Log button brought up detailed log information including the process tree, command line, memory and processor register values, and other crucial forensic data, as shown in Figure 7. Critically, because Morphisec traps malicious code at the point of execution, Morphisec captures de-obfuscated malicious code. I.e., the malicious code has been decrypted and decloaked and is ready to be executed by the processor. Investigating this de-obfuscated code enables the analyst to understand exactly what actions the malicious code was about to take.

The process tree information shows the entire tree from initial launch to malicious code execution. For example, we were able to quickly trace malicious code from Power Shell backward to Microsoft Word and then to Microsoft Outlook. This indicated that a user received a malicious email containing a Word doc attachment. The user clicked on the attachment, executing Word, which in turn executed a macro that launched a Power Shell command.

Using this information, the analyst can develop remediation methods for unprotected and infected endpoints, as well as update network, web, email, and other security controls to prevent the malicious code from entering the environment.
Additionally, this information can be used by Morphisec to cross-correlate trends and campaigns across the 3 million endpoints under protection.

**Figure 7. Detailed Attack Log**

![Attack Log](image)

**Why This Matters**

Malicious actors are becoming more sophisticated and are crafting more devious and evasive attacks. Recent attacks have been specifically designed to evade new artificial intelligence-based methods of detection. Organizations need effective endpoint security controls that can prevent attacks with extremely high rates of success and low probabilities of false positives to avoid alert fatigue.

ESG observed that Morphisec’s threat prevention effectiveness reduced or eliminated the need to monitor web and network traffic for threats. Process monitoring could also be eliminated since Morphisec protected processes from buffer, integer, and stack-heap overflow and overrun; type confusion; use-after-free attacks; and other exploitation methods.

While static and runtime detection require known data to classify similar attacks, Morphisec quickly prevented unknown attacks when the attacks tripped over Morphisec traps placed in the original memory structure during the morphing process—attack detection was not necessary for prevention of the attack.

We could see from Morphisec’s attack analytics that the system captured extremely detailed forensic intelligence including the full execution stack and memory access, enabling security analysts to forensically investigate how malicious code penetrated their environment. Using this knowledge can help tighten security and prevent future compromise.
Integrations

Morphisec’s Threat Prevention Platform includes the ability to integrate with Active Directory and other cybersecurity tools including SIEMs, Microsoft Defender ATP Security Center, and Microsoft Defender Antivirus.

ESG Testing

From the Morphisec console, ESG clicked on Settings on the left-side menu to bring up the configuration section. From the top tabs, we selected SIEM to select the SIEM integration configuration settings. As shown in Figure 8, we had the ability to send critical forensic information from Morphisec to the SIEM, including the attacked module, last function call, command line, parent process command line, and signatures. Sending this information to the SIEM enables cross-correlation between Morphisec’s threat detection and prevention and other security controls, helping security analysts to quickly understand what malicious code is present, how that code entered the environment, and where future infections could be prevented.

Figure 8. SIEM Integration

Next, we logged on to Microsoft Defender Security Center to review information Morphisec had previously sent as part of the Defender ATP integration. As shown in Figure 9, Morphisec alerts appear alongside native Microsoft Defender ATP alerts.

Because of Morphisec’s high fidelity and extremely low probability of false positives, Microsoft Defender Security Center ranks Morphisec alerts as high priority, marking them in red. Clicking on a Morphisec alert brought up additional information including the full process tree, enabling security analysts using the Security Center console to triage and process these alerts quickly and easily.
Microsoft Defender AV Integration

Morphisec also integrates with Microsoft Defender AV and consolidates Defender AV threats into the Morphisec Unified Security Center dashboard, displaying Defender AV alerts alongside Morphisec threat data as shown in Figure 9. Using Morphisec, we were able to drill down into Defender AV alerts to get more detailed information, a feature missing from Defender. The integration of Defender AV and Morphisec provides security teams with unified visibility into both known and unknown threats attacking their organization.

Figure 9. Morphisec Integration with Microsoft Defender Security Center

Figure 10. Morphisec Integration with Microsoft Defender AV
Why This Matters

Endpoint threat prevention is only one tool in an organization’s cybersecurity toolbox, and organizations need to ensure all tools work in concert to both prevent compromise and preserve a record of activities to aid in investigations.

ESG validated that it was quick and easy to integrate Morphisec with commercial SIEM solutions, and that Morphisec provided the requisite forensic data. We also observed that Morphisec integrates with Microsoft Defender ATP. Because Morphisec has high fidelity and a low probability of false positives, Defender ATP gives Morphisec alerts more credence, ranking any alert from Morphisec high priority. Security analysts were able to start their investigation and incident response directly from the Defender console.

We also validated that Integrating Morphisec and Defender AV provides additional data into Defender AV alerts. This can help Windows 10 organizations transition from legacy antivirus solutions to the combination of Morphisec and Defender and thereby gain advanced attack prevention along with end-to-end threat visibility.
The Bigger Truth

The traditional approach to strengthening cybersecurity is to layer on more tools to address perceived or existing weaknesses. This approach fails as it forces organizations to expend more scarce resources—time, money, effort, and, most importantly, staff—and creates an ever-more complicated environment. Instead, organizations need to focus on tools that are effective at preventing threats and have efficient implementations.

ESG’s testing showed Morphisec to be both efficient and effective when tested against a range of advanced threats in multi-stage targeted attack campaigns. Tested threat vectors included ransomware, trojans, RATS, malware, downloaders, and others targeted at endpoints, web, and email. Threats were blocked pre-execution, preventing memory infiltration and lateral movement. ESG observed that in all cases, the termination of malicious processes occurred in real time, giving operators an immediate preventative capability against unknown, fileless, and zero-day threats.

The lightweight, small-footprint Morphisec agent demonstrated exceptional efficiency, installing quickly and running only at application instance launch, which means no application performance penalty. Prevented threats were logged with a trove of forensic data. Morphisec’s moving target defense deployed decoy code, ensuring that all detections and preventions were valid. This feature avoids false positive alerts and alert fatigue.

Morphisec’s management interface proved to be quick, simple, and intuitive. We were able to quickly configure and deploy Morphisec, and the platform logged a great amount of forensic data. This enabled us to investigate incidents, performing root cause analysis of how malicious code entered the environment, and placing controls to prevent future compromise.

Morphisec’s moving target defense—randomizing, morphing, and moving memory resources to prevent advanced attacks—obviates the need for separate detection and prevention solutions. Morphisec works in conjunction with any commercial antivirus solution—antivirus tools prevent known, non-evasive malware and Morphisec provides advanced threat prevention. Morphisec can help organizations to maximize the value of their Windows 10 migration, leveraging Microsoft’s built-in security tools, including Defender AV, to build an efficient and effective threat prevention stack. No matter your security stack configuration, if you’re searching for an efficient and effective advanced threat prevention solution, ESG suggests you consider Morphisec.